TELEVISION SERVICE — BBC 1 SATURDAY: 8.10.1966

17.52-17 T/R DR. WHO NO.1: THE TENTH PLANET (23/1/5/8516) (Telererecorded on 17.9.1966 — V.T.42/34830) (23'08")

Produced by Innes Lloyd
Directed by Derek Martinus
Written by Kit Pedler

Cast—
Dr. Who………………………… William Hartnell
Don…………………………….. Michael Craze
Polly…………………………….. Annette Willas
General Cudlow…………………………… Robert Bayly
Dyson…………………………….. Dudley Jones
Dorothy…………………………….. David Dhimmick
Schultz…………………………….. Alan White
Williams…………………………….. Karel Cameron
Tito…………………………….. Shane Shilton
U.S. Sgt…………………………….. John Prenden
Wigmore…………………………….. Stove Jardon
Radar Technician…………………. Christopher Matthews
Non-Speaking……………………
Soldier A…………………………….. Ker Magarvie
Soldier B…………………………….. Terence Jones
Corporal…………………………….. Alec Coleman
Officer……………………………. Chris Keayles
Officer…………………………….. Stanley Davids
Tech…………………………….. Richard Lawrence
Tech…………………………….. Morris Quick
Tech…………………………….. Dill Gosling
Tech…………………………….. Gordon Iang
R/T Tech…………………………….. Nicholas Edwards
Secretary…………………………….. Sheila Knight

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
Michael Craze
Annette Willas
John Brandon
Shane Shilton
Reg Whitbread
Harry Brooks
Gregg Palmer (Shav)
Gordon Craig (Dr. Who Stand In)
Ken Magarvie
Terence Jones (Non-Speaking)
Alec Coleman

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 28' sound 16mm (titles)
94' silent 16mm

BBC SPECIALLY SHOT
Footage: 500' silent 16mm

MUSIC ON FILM
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIO PHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune:
00'18" Ron Grainer

RECORDS DUNED

Blast Off (Roger Roger)
Roger Roger and his Champs Elysees Orchestra

Music for Technology (Walter Scott)
Roger Roger and his Champs Elysees Orchestra

Chappell C 7433
00'35"

Chappell C 8168D
02'20"
DR. WHO (CONTINUED)
RECORDS DUBBED (CONTINUED)

Power Drill (Douglas Gamley)
Wind & Percussion Ensemble
Space Adventure (Martin Slavin)
Norman Ranin

Dram in Miniature Part 2 (John Dennis)
Wind & Percussion Ensemble
Lower Drill (Douglas Gamley)
Wind & Percussion Ensemble
Space, Venture (Martin Slavin)
Norman Ranin

MUSIC ON TAPE
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune:
00'50"  Ron Grainer  £3

SYMBOL/NARRATION

18.15 25
APEX TRAIL: SCOTTY (00'32")

Clip from production office
Narration by John Benson (00V)

MUSIC ON TAPE
JOHNNY LEACH
Scotto themo Music
00'07"  Harry Corbett  Dox & Cox

BBC DISC
Entry of the Gladiators (Puccini)
Ex-Service Men's Band

18.16 13 T/R DIXON OF DOCK GREEN: FULL SILENT AND CANDLELIGHT (11/1/66/0304)
(Televised on 26.9.1966 - VT/AT/34796)
Produced by Ronald Marsh
Author: Eric Paice

Cast:

George Dixon........................Jack Warner
Andy Crawford......................Peter Byrne
Lauderdale........................Geoffrey Adams
Pearson............................Joe Dunlop
Shirley............................Anne Carroll
Dotty...............................Jean Dallas
Mrs. Tysack........................Jenny Curby
Dougler.............................Jack Woolgar
Tysack.............................Glyn Edwards
Dalby...............................John Collin
Mrs. Calder.........................Judy Wilson
2nd FX Operator....................Richard Franklin
Johnson.............................Arthur Cox
Fowler.............................John Horsey
Cumnings..........................Brian Hawkins
Security Guard.....................George Leo
Wills...............................Nicholas Donnelly
Swain..............................Robert Arnold
Dyant..............................Ronald Bridges
Extras................................Raymon Dizzir
Maurice Connell
Keith Ashby
Denis Marlow
Henry Raynor
Derek Furgus
JUKE BOX JURY (CONTINUED)
RECORDS ON TAPE (CONTINUED)

I'M In Love with My Little
Red Tricycle (Lehner-Gosh)
Napoleon XIV XIV Music
Warner
WB 5853 01'17"

My World Fell Down (Carter-Stephens)
The Ivy League
Carter-Lewis
Phillips
7N 35329 01'17"

Just Say Goodbye (Clark-Hatch-Delance)
Lachey Dawson
Welbeck Music
MS 946 01'35"

Two Kinds of Lovers (Hirschhorn-Kash)
The Gibsons
Saturday Music
Dorcan DH 103 01'10"

I Can't Make It Alone (Goffin-King)
P. J. Proby
Screen Gems
Liberty 10250 01'05"

17.40.00 NEWS
Read by Michael Aspel (SNF)
08'12"

MUSIC DUBBED ON FILM
Linsdowne Light Orchestra
Signature tune:
Newson Channel
S. Campbell
Inter-Art

17.50.02 T/R DR. WHO NO. 2 - THE TENTH PLANET (23/1/66 - V/T/L/34,427)
(Televised on 24.9.66 - V/T/L/34,427)
Author: Kit Pedler
Produced by Derek Martinus
Cast:-
Dr. Who..........................William Hartnell
Ron..............................Michael Craze
Polly............................June Keat
General Cutler................Robert Beatty
Dyson...........................Dudley Jones
Barclay........................David Dodimead
Schultz.........................Alan White
Williams......................Earl Cameron
Wigner.........................Steve Pleytas
Geneva Technician...........Ellen O'Meara
Radar Technician.............Christopher Matthews
T. V. Announcer..............Glenn Beck
Krael............................Reg Whitehead
Talor.........................Harry Brooks
Shaw.........................Gregg Palmer
Cyberman voice...............Roy Skulton
Non Speaking:-
Soldier 'A'....................Ken Nagari
Corporal......................Leo Coleman
Officer.......................Chris Konyila
Officer.......................Stanley Davies
Technical....................Richard Lawrence
DR. WHO (CONTINUED)
Non Speaking (continued)
Technician 2........Morris Quick
Technician 3........Bill Gosling
Technician 4........Gordon Lang
N/T Technician........Nicholas Edwards

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 28' sound 35 mm (Opening titles)
27' sound 35 mm

BBC SPECIALLY SHOT
Footage: 60' sound 35 mm (Guards & Cybermen)
100' sound 35 mm

OTHER SOURCES
SOURCE: Programme Exchange
Footage: 112' silent 35 mm (Kansaan)

MUSIC ON FILM
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune:
00'18"
Ron Grainer

RECORDS ON FILM
Space Adventure (Martin Slavin)
Norman Ramin
Machine Room (Douglas Garsley)
Wind and Percussion Ensemble

RECORDS DUBBED
Machine Room (Douglas Garsley)
Wind and Percussion Ensemble
Druidraguntis No. 7 (Robert Farnon)
Percussion Ensemble
Power Drill (Douglas Garsley)
Wind and Percussion Ensemble

MUSIC ON TAPE
RON GRAINER AND BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune:
00'50"
Ron Grainer

SYMBOL/NARRATION/AMPEX TRIAL: HIPPODROME CIRCUS
Clip from Programme
OOG narration by John Witty
MUSIC DUBBED ON AMPEX
CIRCUS ORCHESTRA. CONDUCTED BY BERT GALEY
Exodus
00'10"
Gold

18.14.01 T/R DIXON OF DOCK GREEN: BILLY (11/1/66 - VTLT/4T/3441)
(Televised on 12.5.66 - VTL4T/3441)
Produced by Ronald Marsh
Author: J. Crisp
Original Idea: William Prendagast

Cast:
George Dixon.................Jack Warner
Billy Reynolds................Harry Fowler
Det. Sgt. Andy Crawford.....Peter Bryne
Det. Con Lauderdale.........Geoffrey Adams
Det. Con Pearson.............Joe Dunlop
Mandy........................Barbara Francis
Connolly.....................Declan McHolland
Security Guard.............George Betton
1st Workman................Colin Rix
2nd Workman................Godfrey James
NEWS (CONTINUED)
0.B. CARDIFF: REPORT ON WELSH DISASTER - FINAL DEATH ROLL
COULD BE 200

By Robert Williams
06'09"

FILM INJECT FROM CARDIFF: WELSH DISASTER REVIEW
Report by Bob Williams
02'55"

MUSIC ON FILM
LANSBROOK LIGHT ORCHESTRA
Signature tune:

Newswave One
00'10"

S. Campbell
Inter-Art

17.52.15
WEATHERMAN/SYMBOL/NARRATION
LIVE TRAIL: EVENING PROGRAMMES
Live narration by John Witty (OVO) 00'42"

17.54.02 T/R
DR. WHO NO. 3 - THE TENTH PLANET (23/1/5/8518)
(Televised on 1.10.66 - VT/47/34774) (23'31'"

Produced by Derek Martinus

Authors: Kit Fekler and
Gerry Davis

Cast:
Ben........................................Michael Craze
Polly........................................Anneke Wills
General Cutler............................Robert Beatty
Dyson.................................Dudley Jones
Barclay.................................David Dodimead
Wigner....................................Steve Plytas
Geneva Technician.....................Ellen Cullen
Radar Technician.......................Christopher Matthews
R/T Technician........................Christopher Dunham
Voice......................................Glenn Brock
Voice......................................Roy Skelton
Terry Cutler.............................Callan Angelo

Non-Speaking:
Dr. Who (Stand-in).......................Gordon Craig
Soldier R..............................Mick Hilton
Corporal.................................Alco Coleman
Engineer 1..............................Freddie Eldrett
Engineer 2..............................Roy Pierce
High Ranking Officer................Chris Konya
High Ranking Official...............Stanley Davies
Technician 1..........................Richard Lawrence
Technician 2........................Morris Quick
Technician 3..........................Bill Goaling
Technician b............................Gordon Lang

Ben's (double)........................Peter Poock

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
Jarl.................................Reg Whitehead
Krang.................................Harry Brooks
Germ.................................Gregg Palmer
Corporal.................................Alco Coleman
Cyberman..............................Bruce Wells
Cyberman..............................John Haines
Cyberman..............................John Knott
Soldier D..............................Roy Pierce
Soldier C..............................Freddie Eldrett
DR. WHO (CONTINUED)

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 28' sound 35 mm (Opening titles)
19' silent 35 mm (Jets expiring)

BBC SPESIALLY SHOT
Footage: 83' sound 35 mm
94' sound 35 mm
69' silent 35 mm

MUSIC ON FILM
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune: 00'18"
Ron Grainer MS

RECORDS ON FILM
Space Adventure (Martin Slavin) Chappell C.8121
Norman Ramin

RECORDS DUBBED
Power Drill (Douglas Canley) Chappell C.752d
Wind and Percussion Ensemble

Olga in Miniature Part 2 (John Denis) Chappell C.736B
Wind and Percussion Ensemble

Percussion Ensembles No. 10 (Robert Farnon) Chappell C.809A
Ronsir Ensemble

MUSIC ON TAPE
RON GRAINER AND BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune: 00'50"
Ron Grainer MS

18.17.33
SYMBOL/NARRATION/CAPTIONS

18.18.00 T/R DIXON OF DOCK GREEN No. 3: THE EXECUTIONERS (11/1/6/0303)
(Televised on 19.9.1966 - VT/LT/1/3642) (44'18"
Produced by David Askew
Script by Eric Parce

Cast:
George Dixon..................Jack Warner
Det. Sgt. Andy Crawford....Peter Byrne
Det. Con Lauderdale............Geoffrey Adams
P. C. Swain..................Robert Arnold
Acting Sgt. Wills.................Nicholas Donnelly
W. P. C. Shirley Palmer...Ann Carroll
W. P. C. Betty Williams..Jean Dallas
Det. Con. Pearson...............Joe Dunlop
Magistrate..................Frank Falcoff
P. C. Burton..................Peter Thornton
Truce Goddard..................Null McCarthy
Prior................... Joe Gladwin
Sonia Watts..................Sara Kostelanc
Ronald Collins.................Jack Mounthurst
Mary Collins..................Bileen Colgan
Donal Pierce..................Kevin Flood
Sue Pierce...................Lee Loydon
Extras:..................Paul Blenley
Rikki Patterson
Donis Plenty
Alan Northam
Vic Taylor
Raymond St. Clair
Joyce Hillman
Bill Howitt
Juke Box Jury (Continued)

Record Dubbed

Signature tune:

Hit and Miss (Barry)
Ted Heath and his Orchestra

Decca F 12133
01'20"

RECORDS ON TAPE

Hankook Days (Clark, Poyton)
The Dave Clark Five

Pall Mall

Pye 7N 17193
01'15"

I'm glad that I stuck by my woman
(Chris Andrews)

Mike Felix

Glissando

Can. CL 15475
01'10"

Good Vibrations (Brian Wilson)
The Beach Boys

Immediate

Fontana TF 762
01'10"

Gimme some lovin' (S. Winwood)
The Spencer Davis Group

Island

Decca F 12509
01'15"

I was onley playin' games
(Moeller, Parker)
Unit Four Plus Two

Apollo

Pye 7N 17191
01'10"

One up on me (John Small)
The Small Four

Randy (R. Davies)

Davray-Carlin

London HL 10086
01'15"

Bobby Hebb

Wolfford

Philips BP 1512
01'10"

A Satisfied Mind (Hays, Rhodes)

Piccadilly 7N 35343
01'10"

Davray-Carlin

London HL 10086
01'15"

CAST:

Dr. Who: William Hartnell
Dr. Who: Patrick Troughton
Polly: Arnette Hall

SHOWTIMES: 1700 2000 2100 2200

Inter-Art

17.39.28 Caption/Narration

17.40.00 The News

Reader: Michael Aspel (SNF)

Music: Lansdowne Light Orchestra

Opening titles: Newsroom One

00'10"

Simon Campbell

17.49.00 Symbol/Weatherman/Narration/Programme Trails: Evening Times Menu

Staff Narration

17.50.47 T/R Dr. Who - The Tenth Planet - Episode 4 (22/1/5/819)
(Televised on 6.10.1966 - VTJ/57/35017) (24'02"

Produced by Derek Martinus

Authors: Kit Pedler and

Gerry Davis

Cast:

Dr. Who: William Hartnell
Dr. Who: Patrick Troughton
Polly: Arnette Hall
DR. WHO - THE TENTH PLANET (CONTINUED)
Cast- (Continued)
General Cutler.................. Robert Beatty
Dyson................................ Dudley Jones
Barclay.................. David Dodimead
Wigner.................................. Steve Plytas
Geneva Tech.................. Ellen Cullen
Terry Cutler............. Callen Angelo
Radar Tech..................... Christopher Matthews
R/T Tech.................. Christopher Dunham
Jarl................................ Reg Whitehead
Krang.......................... Harry Brooks
Gem.................................. Gregg Palmer
Soldier.......................... Peter Pocock
Non-Speakers........ Bruce Wells (Cyberman)
Alec Coleman (Corporal)
Freddie Eldrett (Engineer 1)
Chris Konydes (Officer)
Stanley Davies (Officer)
Richard Lawrence (Technician 1)
Morris Quirk (Technician 2)
Bill Gosling (Technician 3)
Gordon Lang (Technician 4)

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 28 1/2 Sound 16mm (opening titles)

BBC SPECIALY SHOT
Footage: 125' Sound 16mm (Opening & Closing Roller Caption)
39' Sound 16mm (Polar extract)
31' Silent 16mm (Nondas Breaking Up)

MUSIC ON FILM
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Opening signature tune
001500016" Ron Grainer MS.

RECORDS DUBBED
Part 2 Drama in Main (John Denis)
Wind and Percussion Ensemble
Space Adventure (Martin Slavin)
Norman Rain
Drum Dramatics 7 (Robert Farnon)
Percussion Ensemble

MUSIC ON TAPE
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Closing signature tune
001500016" Ron Grainer MS.

18.14.49 SYMBOL/NARRATION/FILM TRAIL: MAN IN THE IRON MASK
Staff Narration
Clip from programme

18.16.00 T/R DIXON OF DOCK GREEN - THE LIFE (11/1/6/0366) (42.50"
(Details on page 13)

18.58.50 SYMBOL/NARRATION